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Building new
solutions. 

Choosing Lindner you have:
Lindner Concepts:
Tailored solutions specifi cally 
geared to satisfy individual project 
requirements 

Lindner Products:
Quality materials and systems 
to the very highest industry 
standards

Lindner Service:
Comprehensive project 
management services

Lindner undertakes major projects worldwide in 
all areas of interior fi t-out, insulation technology,
industrial services and building facades. From
pre-planning through to project completion Lindner
is your partner of choice.

The Company’s extensive manufacturing capability
enables quality to be strictly maintained whilst
allowing maximum fl exibility to meet individual
project requirements.

Environmental considerations are fundamental to all
Lindner’s business principles.

Through partnerships with clients Lindner turns
concepts into reality.
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Main photo: Columbia Twins, Hamburg, Germany

New horizons
for your space!

Discover our unique range.

Focus on individuality:  
- We provide everything from one source
- Tested to the highest quality standards
- We can install project-related solutions at any time
- With different surfaces and finishes
- Our systems meet the highest sound and fire protection standards
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The perfect 
finish. Lindner 
metal ceiling 
systems.

No matter what demands will be required from your ceiling 
we can find the perfect solution. For functionality as well 
as style; from concealed to fully accessible and swing-
down ceilings. We will find the perfect solution not only for 
all internal and external areas but also for project-related 
designs in underground train stations, airports and many 
other specialist projects. Construct your building just the 
way you want. Discover our wide range of ceiling systems.

For the highest standards.
Lindner quality.
Highest product quality goes without saying. We produce 
metal ceilings to the highest international standards 
resulting in a product life expectancy of up to 30 years. Our 
systems comply with the requirements of DIN EN 13 964, 
ASTM C 635 and BS 8290 parts 1-3.

The right solution
for every idea:
- Post Cap ceilings
- Hook-On and Corridor systems
- Cassette ceilings
- Exterior ceilings
- Expanded Metal ceilings
- Baffle ceilings
- Canopy ceilings
- Fireproof ceilings
- Project-related solutions
- Surface options

Stockholm Waterfront Congress Center, Sweden
Photo: © Michael Perlmutter
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Ceilings with benefits: equipment for 
enhanced room atmosphere.
Lindner offers all-in-one ceilings that come with e.g. integrated 
lighting and/or heating and cooling technology – everything 
from one source. Why that is important? Just imagine your 
lighting elements being delivered exactly colour-matched to 
the adjacent ceiling panels and assembled ready-to-connect. 
And think of customised chilled ceiling elements blending in 
perfectly with panels without heating/cooling function. 

How do we achieve this? 
By developing and manufacturing the whole ceiling as a 
seamlessly coordinated system in our own facilities. 
That is what we call ‚Building New Solutions‘.

We are a founding member of the German 

Sustainable Building Council (DGNB).

Deutsche Gesellschaft für nachhaltiges Bauen e.V.

We are a member of the 

U.S. Green Building Council.
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The foundation for
flexible rooms.
Lindner Post Cap ceilings.

This flexible system enables you to partition any room in any building in 
a visually pleasing way. Whether you require variable spacing between 
the post caps or ceiling panels of different sizes, Post Cap ceiling 
systems meet your design requirements. The panels are fully accessible 
to facilitate maintenance work.

Options for customised projects:
- Linear Post Cap
- Post Cap with Cross Noggins
- Post Cap with Crossing Boxes
- Swing-Down function
- Heated/Chilled ceilings
- Ceilings for room-to-room sound reduction
- Luminaires for continuous light channels

Torre Espacio, Madrid, Spain
Photo: © Mark Bentley Photography
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Malaga Airport, Spain
Photo: © Thomas Mayer
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Variety is our top priority.
Lindner Hook-On ceilings.

You can expect aesthetically pleasing, high performance 
solutions from our products. The Hook-On system allows 
maximum space for design – in rooms as well as in 
corridors.

The Hook-On system offers impressive benefits:
ease of installation and demountability offering full 
accessibility, and available in our patented Drop-Slide 
option.

The finished effect is monolithic. With a range of panel sizes, 
perforation patterns and surfaces this is variety at its best.

University Clinic, Aachen, Germany
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With a high degree of flexibility our 
Hook-On ceilings can tackle almost 
all project demands. 

Nothing is too much for this ceiling.
See for yourself:
- Excellent visual appearance with flush ceiling to 

partition connection
- A variety of ceiling panel shapes to suit your space 

(e.g. trapezoidal or triangular ceiling panels) 
- A range of joint connections
- Fold-Down and removable ceiling panels allow 

flexibility and easy access
- Suspended, concealed substructure
- Design-friendly thanks to a choice of modules

Different systems
for corridors and rooms:
- Lay-In option
- Hook-On option
- Hook-On-and-Swing-Down option
- Swing-Down-and-Slide option
- Drop-Slide function
- Heated/Chilled ceilings
- Optional integrated lighting, 
 also LED equipped
- Ball-impact resistant option

Canberra International Airport, Australia
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Classic Elegance.
Lindner Cassette ceilings.

We have improved our classic ceilings over the 
years to fulfil the needs of construction projects all 
over the world. The key features of this innovative 
system are its high level of flexibility and the ease 
with which it can be adapted. 

Numerous possibilities are waiting for you – 
in 600 x 600 mm, 625 x 625 mm or any format you prefer:
- Lay-In option
- Clip-In option
- Clip-In/Swing-Down mechanism

For optimal acoustics in your building our Cassette 
ceilings meet a wide range of sound control criteria. 
Impressive surfaces and unique perforations lend 
your rooms an individual feel. Experience noticeable 
quality.

- Available with heating and cooling functions
- Integrates lighting, speakers, etc.
- Wide range of designs

Commerzbank Székesfehérvár
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Safe under any conditions. 
Lindner Exterior ceilings.

Exterior ceilings are designed 
to resist highest wind loads. 
But they can be flexible, too.

Ceilings in exterior areas require thorough planning: on each building site they are exposed to 
different wind and suction loads and the continuous influence of a corrosive outdoor atmosphere. 
For safety reasons, the resilience of the construction has to be guaranteed under these conditions. 
The best way to ensure this is to rely on ceilings which have been designed and manufactured as 
a complete system based on an individual project assessment, like Lindner Exterior ceilings.

Lindner Exterior ceilings give you 

a variety of design options:

- Hook-On with concealed substructure
- Optional Swing-Down type
- Variable modules
- Individual RAL/NCS anti-corrosion surface
- Plain or perforated

Safety first – various demanding 

applications for exterior ceilings:

- Entrance areas to office buildings, hospitals, 
 schools, stations
- Connecting bridges
- Exterior roofs at bus stations, underground 
 car parks
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An impressive look for
any space. Lindner Expanded
Metal ceilings.

Combine function with design for an attractive finish:
Create a unique look with our Expanded Metal ceilings and their range of surface finishes. Whether 
diamond-shaped or square mesh, or an open cell or a closed panel system, our large range of mesh 
designs enables you to create a uniquely individual room.

With our Expanded Metal ceilings you can create 
an unrivalled ambience for your building – our 
large range of mesh designs offers the right 
solution for all projects.

Scoring points in sports centres:
Our range of impact resistant ceilings are characte-
rised by their extremely high level of resilience. 

Attractive options:
- Hook-On option
- Swing-Down option 
- Ball-impact resistant systems

Indoor Swimming Pool Querenburg, Germany
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Gensler LA Office, Los Angeles, USA
Photo: © 2012 Ryan Gobuty / Gensler
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The specialist for all areas 
of application.  
Lindner Baffle ceilings.

Thanks to its various installation 
possibilities, this system gives your 
creative energies free rein. The Baffle 
ceiling LMD-L also proves itself in 
terms of acoustic absorption and 
can be easily integrated with heating 
and cooling technology, giving your 
rooms a remarkable feel.

VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Photo: © www.justdirk.net

Lithium Rehau, Germany
Photo: © Stefan Meyer
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The sky‘s the limit.
For your ideas.
- A range of materials
- Different linear modular systems available
- Open ceiling cavity for air flow
- Also available with an inlaid metal ceiling
 panel for a stylish finish
- Wave-like, curved metal baffles

Our extensive knowledge, decades of 
experience and personal support enable 
your project to be carried out with individual 
solutions just the way you want.

Variable spacing and 
flexibility in the height 
of the baffles provides 
you with enough space 
to easily install lighting, 
sprinklers or air-
conditioning.

This ceiling creates 
an impressive 
look in every room.

VIP WING Lounge, Munich Franz Josef Strauß Airport, Germany
Planning: Tina Aßmann, Erich Gassmann, Munich | Lighting design: TROPP LIGHTING DESIGN, Weilheim I Photo: © Florian Holzherr, Munich
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Unilever, Hamburg, Germany
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Discover the uniqueness of this system –
design your rooms with the best
in visual finish.

Inner beauty. 
Lindner Canopy ceilings.

Secret talents:
- Frame surround optional
- Curved edge for slender look
- Integrated light channel
- With character line
- Combined acoustics, heating/
 cooling and lighting

Combine function with design with 
our tailor-made Canopy ceilings 
LMD-DS. All systems can easily 
integrate lighting, loud-speakers 
and sprinklers – individually 
coordinated to match your project.

Heaven sent projects:
- Enhanced acoustics
- Variety of sizes
- Ideal for installation either singly 
 or in rows
- Large selection of surface options
 and perforations

SWR Stuttgart, Germany
Photo: © Achim Birnbaum
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Eyes up.
Project-related 
solutions by Lindner.

The individuality of your projects
is a positive challenge for us
and one that we particularly look
forward to.

No matter how unique your concept might be, we 
are your partner of choice for integrated solutions 
that can satisfy all sound protection and fire 
regulation requirements. 
Beginning with your concept, taking it through the 
planning stage to the final stages of installation, we 
are more than happy to help you.

We develop tailor-made ceilings and produce unique 
designs such as trapezoidal, triangular or disc ceiling 
panels in a range of surfaces and materials – made 
to fit your rooms and your buildings.
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155 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, USA
Photo: © Thomas Rossiter
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So the roof won‘t 
cave in on you. 
Lindner Fireproof ceilings. 

Our Independent 
Suspended 
Fireproof ceilings 
LMD F30/F90
withstand extreme 
conditions.

Form follows function.
And vice versa.
Our fireproof solutions also meet unusual 
design specifications, thanks to a range of 
ceiling finishes, dimensions and options. 

In addition other surfaces are available to 
give your corridors and rooms a tasteful 
finish. Ultimately customised fire protection 
solutions are our forte. 

RTL Rheinhallen, Cologne, Germany
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All options are safe with us:
- Lay-In option
- Hook-On option
- Swing-Down option
- With innovative TIPmotion® mechanism
- Drop-Slide ceiling
- Hygienic suitability approved
- Variable dimensions
- Lighting fully integrated, also 
 available LED-equipped

Eurogress Aachen, Germany

VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
Photo: © www.justdirk.net
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Nakheel Harbour Tower Station, Dubai Metro, UAE
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Maximum opportunity 
for design. Lindner Surfaces.

Simply design a ceiling to suit your 
requirements and we will deliver the 
complete solution from one source. In 
conjunction with Lindner Lighting Systems 
and other components we can supply 
you with a perfectly coordinated product. 
All systems are available with a variety 
of perforations and decorative features. 
As well as standard surfaces we can also 
supply customised surfaces and colours.
Our finishes are suitable for both internal 
and external applications as well as for 
both fire resistant and chilled ceilings.
Just the way you want.

We do more than just finish our products.
We produce your metal ceiling with:
- Powder Coating
- Design Surfaces
  ARTline – Design Powder Coating
  GRAPHICline – Print Technology
  EFFECTline – Grinding technology
  SPREADline – Customised, image scattered perforation
- Functional Surfaces
  Meteo – Corrosion Protection Coating
  Mutex – Absorber Coating
- Special Surfaces
  INOXlook – Aluminium with appearance of 

 stainless steel
- Structured Surfaces
  TOUCHdesign - 3D Surface
  TOUCHdesign Lunar - 3D High-Gloss Surface
  TOUCHdesign Venas - 3D Structured Surface
- Expanded Metal
- Range of Perforation Patterns

Tsvetnoy Central Market, Moscow, Russia
Photo: © Chris Gascoigne
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Bahnhofstrasse 29
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ceilingsystems-ps@Lindner-Group.com
www.Lindner-Group.com
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Lindner Concepts:

- Airports and Railways
- Clean Rooms and 
 Operating Theatres
- Cruise Liner and Ship Fit-out
- General Contracting
- Hotels and Resorts
- Insulation and Industrial Service
- Interior Fit-out and Furnishings
- Special-Purpose Constructions 
 and Stadiums
- Studios and Concert Halls
- System Buildings

Lindner Products:

- Ceiling Systems
- Doors
- Dry Lining Systems
- Facades
- Floor Systems
- Heating and Cooling 
 Technologies
- Lights and Lighting Systems
- Partition Systems
- Roofi ng Systems
- Steel & Glass

Lindner Service:

- Clearance of Harmful Substances
- Construction Management and 
 Project Development
- Deconstruction and Interior Demolition
- General Planning
- Global Product Supplies
- Green Building
- Industrial Scaffolding
- Installation and Building Services
- Research and Development

We can do it all for you.
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